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What Is "Balanced Literacy"?
By Susie Beverstein, Staff Development Specialist

Green Bay Area Public Schools

Quite simply, balanced literacy is a framework that gives equal attention to
reading and writing instruction. As reading and writing are interdependent,
instruction in one supports learning in the other.

A balanced literacy program is organized to provide five very important
instructional and organizational elements:

1.  excellent models of reading and writing behavior
2.  systematic, intentional skill instruction
3.  copious amounts of rich and varied literature
4.  authentic reading and writing activities
5.  ongoing assessment and evaluation

The framework is organized around eight major clusters of activity, each
relying on oral language as a base and each focusing on building bridges
between oral and written language. The activities are not new; each has a
long tradition and an extensive research base. So it's not the activities them-
selves, but the teaching decisions within them that lead to new learning.

The eight clusters of activities can easily be remembered by three preposi-
tions… "to, with, and by": Reading and writing TO a student, reading and
writing WITH a student, and reading and writing BY a student. The activities
are:

1. reading aloud .................. the "to"
2. shared reading ............ the "with"
3. guided reading ............... the "by"
4. independent reading ...... the "by"
5. modeled writing.............. the "to"
6. shared writing ............. the "with"
7. guided writing ................ the "by"
8. independent writing ....... the "by"

Paraprofessionals having knowledge of
the balanced literacy framework will
be better equipped to support
the reading and writing
activities of the students
they work with.

he theme of this
month's newsletter is
literacy. The Workforce
Investment Act of

1998 defines literacy as "an
individual's ability to read,
write, speak in English, compute
and solve problems at levels of
proficiency necessary to function
on the job, in the family of the
individual and in society." The
more traditional concept of
literacy would be based upon an
individual's ability to read.
Whether a person subscribes to
the traditional concept or the
broader definition, paraprofes-
sionals play a critical role by
helping students build their
literacy skills.

Students in the Instructional
Assistant program at Waukesha
County Technical College, under
the direction of Suzanne
Koprowski, submitted the
reading and writing articles for
this month's newsletter (pages 2,
3, and 4). Thank you to Sue and
the students for contributing
important information and
strategies for the Para Post
Newsletter.
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Six traits writing is an organized
approach for assessing writing. By
focusing on one trait, children can
break down the complex activity of
writing and make it more manage-
able. With practice, children can
then learn to be more critical of
their own work and can make
improvements in the quality of their
writing. The six traits give teachers
and students a common vocabulary
for talking and thinking about
writing. The following are sug-
gested, "you could say," statements
as a paraprofessional to reinforce
each of the six traits when working
with children, and give them
feedback about elements of their
writing.

1. IDEAS:  The heart of the message,
the content of the piece, and the main
theme, together with all the details
that enrich and develop that theme.

You could say...
• I can really picture what you're

telling me!
• I love your topic/idea! It makes

me think of...
• You really notice things—look at

these details!
• What do you picture in your mind

when you listen to this writing?
• What is missing?

2. ORGANIZATION: The internal
structure of writing-like the frame-
work of a building. It holds things
together, and gives the whole piece
form and shape.

You could say...
• You knew just how to begin (or

end).
• You organized your story by

time...first this, then this...
• What a surprise ending!
• What could you leave out? Is

there something that might go
better in another story?

3. VOICE:  The writer coming
through the writing. It is the heart
and soul of the writing, the magic,
the wit, the feeling, the life and
breath. It is unique to each writer.

You could say...
• Your feelings come through loud

and clear here.
• I could tell this was you!
• This story/picture made me laugh/

cry/feel what you must have felt.
• You seem to be writing to/for___.

Is that right?
• What could you say that would

have a little more punch, pizzazz,
personality?

4. WORD CHOICE: The use of rich,
colorful, precise language that
communicates not just in a functional
way, but in a way that moves and
enlightens the reader.

You could say...
• I see you're making a connection

between letters and words.
• This word/phrase goes well with

this picture.
• I love this word—how did you

think of it?
• This picture makes me think of the

word...
• What are some other ways to say

this?

5. SENTENCE FLUENCY: The
rhythm and flow of the language,
the sound of word patterns, the
way in which writing plays to the
ear, not just the eye.

You could say...
• I read this aloud and I love the

sound of it!
• You seem to know what a

sentence is—good for you!
• You have a long sentence, then

a short one—I like that.
• Your sentences begin in differ-

ent ways—that's great!
• Is this a sentence or a fragment?

6. CONVENTIONS:  The textual
traditions. They have grown out of
a need for some conformity to
make text penetrable and easier to
follow.

You could say...
• I love it when you put a title on

your paper—it gives me a good
clue about your message/story!

• How did you know to put a
comma/period/question mark/
capital here?

• I see you've discovered___.
Great! When you see that mark,
what does it mean to you?

• How do you decide when
correctness really counts?
What is the role of the editor?

Adapted from:
Seeing With New Eyes, Vicki
Spandel, Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 1996.

CESA #9 Website; http://
www.cesa9.k12.wi.us/Prog-Serv/
School-Improv/
Professional%20Development/
6+1_write.htm

InterActive Six Trait Writing Process;
http://senior.billings.k12.mt.us/
6traits/overview.htm

What You Could Say to Reinforce the Traits
Elaine C. King, WCTC Student

Advanced Reading
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Most people have had difficulty
with writing at one time or another.
What do I write about?  How do I
start writing? As educators, it is our
job to help our students overcome
writer's block and have fun with
writing. Sometimes, just getting
started can be the hardest part.
However, let's turn this around and
help make getting started the best
part of writing! To help get kids
excited about choosing a topic for
writing, here are some simple
brainstorming techniques to try.

Brainstorming tips:
a. Have students draw pictures to

stimulate ideas for writing.  Then
play "Beat the Clock" and give
them one minute to write about
anything that comes to mind.

b. Share some amusing stories and
engage students in discussions
about their own funny stories.

c. Encourage students to write
about an experience they have
had; something they have done
or seen that was interesting or new.

d. Ask questions to generate ideas,
such as "What is your favorite
thing to do on the weekend?"
and "Why?" "Do you like to do
this alone, or with other

people?"  "What do you like to
do in your free time?"

e. Show vivid pictures such as
picture books, magazine
pictures, and posters to help
stimulate ideas.

f. Make sure the topic meets
academic requirements. Be
clear on teacher expectations
and guide students according to
assignment specifications.

Brainstorming can lead students to
a topic they might never have
thought of. As educators, embrace
student creativity and empower
students to take chances with
writing. Writing can be a fun and
positive experience if educators
set the stage for learning with
reluctant writers.

Sources:
• Mind Tools. "Brainstorming - Generat-
ing many radical ideas" http://www.
mindtools.com/brainstm.html
(12 December 2004).
• Tompkins, Gail E. Language Arts -
Content and Teaching Strategies. (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Ed., Inc., 2002),
• University of Texas SWC Resource
Coordinator. "Brainstorming." 5 March
2002. http://www.swc.utexas.edu/
samples/writingprocess/brainstorm.shtml
(12 December 2004).

As you may know “Guided Reading
is the bridge between direct instruc-
tion and independent reading.”
“During guided reading, the chil-
dren read silently while the teacher
reads along side of them.” (B.
Burns, 1999.) To stimulate higher
level thinking and help children
develop comprehension skill, ask
questions that vary according to
three general types: literal, inferen-
tial, and critical.

1. Literal Questioning
There are two levels of literal questions:

a. Literal comprehension questions
• The questions ask what the

author says.

contrast, or a topic and sub-
topic.

• The answers to these would
be in the text, but not in the
same location.

2. Inferential Questioning
Inferential questions are answered
from the text and also from past
experiences, common sense, or
personal background knowledge.

• The questions help by identify-
ing the theme or moral, general-
izing, and drawing conclusions.

• Cue children to imagine what
would be different if the story
was written from another
character’s point of view.

When you ask the students inferen-
tial questions many will not be able
to answer without teacher modeling.
Think aloud to show children how
you might make inferences related
to the story.

3. Critical Questioning
Critical questions go beyond the
textbook.
• The questions ask opinion,

significance or judgment.
• Answers are not found in the

book.
• The reader has to think about

and use his/her own experi-
ences.

• The questions establish an
interesting and lively classroom
discussion. This works for
younger students who are
unable to write out their own
answers and for older students to
think “outside the box” and
extend comprehension.

By using all three types of questions
the students will get a wide range
of questions to expand their minds
and grow in their ability to compre-
hend written text.

Source: Burns, B. (1999). The Mindful
School: How to teach balanced reading
and writing. USA: Skylight Training and
Publishing Inc.

Three Types of Guided Reading Questions
Heather Stangler, WCTC Student

• The answers could be found in
one line within the text.

• Examples would be who, what,
where, and when type questions.

b. Literal rearranged questions
• The questions show a relation-

ship, such as cause and effect,
sequence, comparison and

Brainstorming Ideas for Writing
Erik Jorgenson, WCTC I.A. Student
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You can download the Para Post from our website: http://www.cesa4.k12.wi.us/paraprof.htm
Click on Paraeducator Newsletter — Check out the new website format!

From that first moment when a child
curls up on the lap of mom or dad
and is read a bedtime story, the love
of reading begins. That love starts
because of the socialization taking
place and continues to develop as
the child learns to appreciate the
competencies that reading creates.
The sense of accomplishment that
children experience when they
succeed in reading must be nurtured
for children to want to continue to
attain literacy.

As educators, we need to make it our
mission to inspire our students to use
their reading skills throughout life,
not only for educational purposes,
but also for personal development
and enjoyment. For this to happen,
students must be engaged in what
they are reading and feel a sense of
satisfaction in their accomplishments.
The question of course is how do we
keep students so involved in literacy
to continue to build upon that sense
of achievement that leads to becom-
ing a lifelong reader.

Listed below are a few ideas to
engage students to pursue reading on
their own and thrive as readers.

• Explore students' interests to
engage and motivate

Creating Lifelong Readers
by Lin O'Connor

Reader Feedback
Let us know what YOU want to
see!  Please give us input as to
what topics and information you
would like to read about in the
Para Post.

This newsletter is funded through
a discretionary grant from the
Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction (DPI).

Editor: Kevin Hennessy
khennessy@cesa4.k12.wi.us

Paraprofessional Coordinator:
Mary McKee
mmckee@cesa4.k12.wi.us

Upcoming
Events:

February 18, 2005, La Crosse
Center—Attend the Western
Wisconsin Education Conference
with breakout sessions specifically
designed for paraprofessionals.

March 11, 2005, Radisson
Hotel, Green Bay—A joint
conference presented by the
Northeastern Wisconsin Education
Association with many session
options for paraprofessionals.

April 12-13, 2005, Pyle Center,
Madison—The 3rd annual Para-
professional/Teacher Collaborative
Conference.

Check our website for details
as they become
available.

“The man who does not read good books has no advantage
over the man who cannot read them.” — Mark Twain

“Write something to suit yourself and many people will like it;
write something to suit everybody and scarcely anyone will care
for it.”— Jesse Stuart

“Better to write for yourself and have no public, than to write
for the public and have no self.” — Cyril Connolly

• Acknowledge effort, beginning
reading can be tedious

• Provide a variety of literacy
experiences that are interesting
and relevant

• Help students make the connec-
tion that reading provides the
means to pursue their own interests

• On a daily basis, allow 10-15
minutes for silent sustained
reading (SSR)

• Expose students to a broad variety
of literature through read-alouds

• Help students cultivate new
interests to explore through
reading

• Create a reading classroom
environment, full of books,
magazines and a comfortable
place to read

• Include partner reading, an
excellent activity for struggling
readers that promotes socializa-
tion and an opportunity to
practice skills and strategies

• Acknowledge the efforts of
parents devoted to reading
acquisition and involve them in
the literacy program

By using the guidelines above,
paraeducators will provide students
with the tools and the motivation to
begin their journey to become
readers for life.


